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Abstract 

This is a summary of recent work on origami in mechanical engineering. There is an introduction 

to fundamental terms and definitions used frequently in origami, as well as background 

information on significant mathematical origami discoveries. The potential of origami 

engineering, which is still in its infancy, is limitless. The possible uses are numerous and include 

space exploration, medicine, robotics, packaging, and emergency shelter design. Medicine: Paper 

folding techniques are utilized to represent the protein and cell membrane as well as to model 

DNA samples. Mechanical Engineering: The pipes of the Japanese high speed trains were made 

using origami techniques. To reduce the possibility of accidents, in-pipe supports were utilized to 

absorb the extra pressure. An overview of mechanical engineering applications is provided. 

Additionally, the basics of an origami-based design process and currently accessible design 

software are discussed. The purpose of this review is to stimulate future origami-based design 

and applications while introducing the topic to mechanical engineers who may not be familiar 

with it. Children learn the value of cooperative learning through origami. Improves math abilities 

– This is a sort of art that aids in the improvement of arithmetic abilities in kids. A distinctive 

activity that fosters the development of special reasoning in kids is transforming a flat sheet of 

paper into a three-dimensional figure. 

Keywords: Mechanisms, Design, Complex Systems, Packaging, Design Research. 

Introduction 

The term origami refers to the regularly known old craft of paper collapsing. It finds its 

underlying foundations in the pieces of the Japanese words oru, which signifies "crease," and 

kami, which signifies "paper."[1] Over its long practice, it has been known by different names, 

including orisue [2] and orikata.[3] Regardless of its prevalence, it very well may be astonishing 

to know that the utilization of the word origami to depict paper collapsing showed up in Japan 

just in the late Showa Period (1926–1989). [4] A few researchers attribute the beginning of paper 
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collapsing to the disclosure of paper; [3, 5] some are persuaded of its Chinese origin; [6–8] 

others report its Japanese [3] and European tradition.[4] Most recent discoveries propose that 

European and Japanese origami emerged and advanced freely until the modernization of Japan 

was cultivated by the Meiji Restoration.[5] In this manner, the possibility of origami being 

regularly acknowledged today might have been created as an outcome of such a social trade. The 

current article doesn't endeavor to give a profound comprehension of the historical backdrop of 

origami, for which the readings of the works by origami specialists such as Hatori, Lister, Smith, 

and Oppenheimer are proposed. 

Origami is typically the craft of collapsing whole pieces of paper, typically squares, into unique 

or reasonable subjects.[6] Its underlying reason had to do with strict and sporting exercises, 

unequivocally impacted by the scant accessibility of paper around then. Regardless of its old 

custom, more down-to-earth applications arose exclusively within the past 50 years.[8] Initially 

rehearsed with whole square pieces of paper, origami are presently carried out from the nano to 

the meter scale in a large number of applications. Most recent examination progressions 

upgraded cross-disciplinary applications, bringing about an extensive variety of origami-based 

plans in various design fields. Many names have been utilized to portray origami applications in 

designing, while the term origami-based will be utilized in this article as per past 

examinations.[4] 

Origami Applications In The Past And Present 

Origami is an engaging and practical art that improves abilities, therefore it has recently gained 

popularity and attracted the interest of both children and adults. The art of origami is simply the 

folding of paper into shapes of various sizes and hues. In origami, paper is folded or flattened 

using only flat sheets of white or colored paper; glue or scissors are not used. Origami was 

initially utilized by the Japanese about 700 CE after paper was created. Some historians assert 

that the Chinese were the first to utilize it, but Japan was the country where origami really took 

off.[5] 

Origami Methods 

The origami uses a variety of folding methods, some of which are simple like the Mountain Fold 

and the Valley Fold, others of which are intermediate like the Rabbit Ear Fold and the Petal Fold, 

and still others of which are more difficult like the Unsink and the Closed Unsink. To create 

various and distinctive forms, many approaches could be combined. [6] 
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Figure 1: the Rabbit Ear Fold and the Petal Fold 

Origami has been used for pleasure and education over the years, but in the middle of the 20th 

century, there was a quantum leap in its use that embraced various scientific sectors. [7] 

Applications Of Origami In The Past 

Origami was once a decorative technique. For instance, using colorful sheets and basic folding 

skills, it was used to embellish letters and gifts as well as create toys in the shapes of animals and 

birds.[4-5] 

 
Figure 2: Colorful sheets and basic folding skills 

The utilizations of origami in that period was basic and was exclusively for diversion. Then 

again, origami in the new time is applied in a few regions that might shock you![6] 

Origami applications are in Right now 

1.Architecture and Structural Designing: Origami is utilized in the assembling of scaled down 

models of scaffolds and arenas. 

2.Medicine: Paper collapsing strategies are utilized to typify the cell layer and protein, and are 

utilized in demonstrating DNA tests.[5] 

3.Mechanical Designing: Origami procedures were utilized in the lines of the Japanese fast 

trains. In-pipe upholds were utilized to retain the abundance pressure; hence, lessening the 

gamble of mishaps. 
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4.Mathematics: A few educators presently use origami as an instructive device that aides in 

explaining math, making sense of portions, and tackling issues.[4] 

5.Space innovation: There are plans to send off an airplane made utilizing origami methods into 

space. Tests have previously been carried out in 2008, yet it has not been sent off yet. 

Origami Inspired Mechanical Engineering 

Origami is the Japanese craft of collapsing paper into brightening shapes and figure. Its 

utilization of mathematical shapes makes it an inquisitive fine art — one that could move 

mechanical designing plan. As indicated by Northeastern College analyst Soroush Kamrava, the 

future sunlight powered chargers and air sacks will be educated by origami plans. The 

examination incorporates using metamaterials (plastics, metals and elastic) to make complex 

plans that could create more grounded and more useful items.[6] 

 
Figure 3: 3D Print origami-motivated structures 

Engineers are sorting out some way to 3D print origami-motivated structures and present new, 

novel items, yet in addition, refreshed models of items with new designs, for example, airbags or 

sunlight-based chargers, the specialists are trying out different plans and exploring different 

avenues regarding a few distinct points on regular shapes. "Our work is a mix of science and 

craftsmanship. Sometimes motivation comes from a gallery, an old design, or simply floor tiles," 

says Kamrava. [7] They are hoping to rethink calculations on probably the most prestigious 

design plans. The specialists utilize an origami printer to print out the diagram of the collapsed 

shape they wish to make. They then, at that point, overlay a paper model of what they expect 

their last print ought to seem to be, while working out whether a metamaterial model will be 

primarily solid. When they are glad that a mathematical shape can support the significant 

burdens, the specialists start printing a few sections. They utilize metal pivots to get the pieces 
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into a significant origami shape. The advantage of the origami-enlivened shapes is that they 

could be repositioned into new shapes. Making foldable designs for enterprises like aviation 

could be helpful, as they're aware of using deployable designs.[8] 

Nothing New Under The Sun 

The act of involving origami as motivation for designing plans isn't entirely new. A year prior, 

Brigham Youthful College created the indestructible 'origami kevlar'. They made an origami-

based deployable ballistic obstruction for police security during perilous or threatening 

circumstances where gunfire is reasonable.[7] The specialists met with government specialists 

that routinely utilized the ongoing safeguards and asked how they could work on the plan to 

assist them with securely taking care of their responsibilities in antagonistic circumstances.  

BYU Assistant Lecturer of Mechanical Designing, Terri Bateman said:" Current items out there 

are around 90 pounds - that is weighty for one individual to convey. Furthermore, it just 

safeguards one individual."[8] The designers dealt with decreasing the load to 50 pounds and 

making it conceivable to safeguard two individuals on the double. They utilized a wrinkle 

design, empowering the kevlar to be folding. 

Origami Underwater 

Engineers at the Wyss Organization at Harvard College have planned a 3D printed, 12-sided 

origami trap that can be utilized in the sea to catch marine existence without hurting it. The 

manner by which the snare is built permits it to crease over the marine existence without 

declaring a lot of power. The marine life is then concentrated on by sea life scholars. They have 

named the gadget the Turning Activated Dodecahedron (or RAD). The specialists have pressure-

sealed the snare to endure strain at 11 kilometers (6.83 miles) profound. The architects say their 

plan is appropriate for aviation also.[9] 

Brennan Phillips, a College of Rhode Island teacher of sea designing joined to the task said: 

"We accept that the mathematical plan can be utilized for things like deployable sun powered 

clusters and mirrors in space, as well with respect to nanoscale producing. There are logical a ton 

of other likely applications, however utilizing this cutting edge way to deal with concentrate on 

remote ocean creatures is actually the best thing, as I would see it." A pattern of adaptable, 

delicate, skin-like exoskeletons for robots and origami-motivated mathematical shapes for item 

configuration is as of now working out in the mechanical designing industry, creating probably 

the most perplexing designing undertakings the business has seen for a long while.[8-9] 
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Selected Mathematical Background Subjects On Origami 

Albeit much has been finished and expounded on in the math of origami, we will simply address 

a portion of the striking mathematical, topological, and streamlining viewpoints pertinent to this 

survey. While it is the situation that an exceptionally impressive association between the 

mathematic subjects in this part and the applications in Segment 4 doesn't right now exist, one of 

the reasons for this survey is to introduce the most pertinent numerical points to assist with 

working with an improvement of a nearer association between the numerical hypothesis and 

mechanical designing applications.[10] 

A polyhedron is any 3D surface made out of polygons, which are 2D-level surfaces with edges 

that are straight lines. Origami can be utilized to make any polyhedron from a level piece of 

paper by collapsing. Demonstrating this includes collapsing a piece of paper down to a long, 

restricted square shape. Then, the polygonal essences of the polyhedron that will be displayed 

should be located. This permits each subsequent triangle in the essence of the polyhedron to be 

covered. A crisscross way, lined up with the common edge of the following triangle and 

beginning at the opposite corner, is utilized to visit every triangle on the polyhedron. Turn 

devices, which crease the strip onto itself with a mountain overlap and collapse the back layer 

over at the necessary point, are utilized to make the way.[7-9] 

A way that limits cross-over and covers every triangle just once is, in some sense, ideal for 

designing applications. Hamiltonian refinement is a strategy that ensures every triangle is just 

visited once using a crossing tree, which is a chart that arrives at all the vertices in the wrinkle 

design. This glorified way is not entirely set in stone by defining a boundary associating the 

midpoints of every triangle. In the event that this technique doesn't bring about the most effective 

tree, then parting every triangle into six more modest triangles will forestall returning to any 

triangles as the whole polyhedron is covered.[6-7] 

The Huzita-Hatori (or Huzita-Justin) sayings are a bunch of decisions in paper collapsing that 

characterize the full extent of single direct overlap utilizing focuses and lines. A line is either a 

wrinkle in a piece of paper or the limit of the paper. A point is the convergence of two lines. The 

sayings are finished as in "these are every one of the tasks that characterize a solitary overlap by 

arrangement of mixes of focuses and limited line fragments". They are the groundwork of 

sensible developments that can be utilized to shape any normal polygon and can likewise tackle 

quadratic, cubic, and quartic conditions, trisect points, and decide 3D square roots.[6] 
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That's what the sayings express: (a) given two focuses p1 and p2, we can overlap a line 

interfacing them; (b) given two focuses p1 and p2, we can overlay p1 onto p2; (c) given two 

lines ℓ1 and ℓ2, we can overlap ℓ1 onto ℓ2; (d) given a point p1 and a line ℓ1, we can make a 

crease opposite to ℓ1 going through the point p1; (e) given two focuses p1 and p2 and a line ℓ1, 

we can make an overlay that places p1 onto ℓ1 and goes through the point p2; (f) given two 

focuses p1 and p2 and two lines ℓ1 and ℓ2, we can make an overlay that places p1 onto ℓ1 and 

places p2 onto ℓ2, and (g) given a point p1 and two lines ℓ1 and ℓ2, we can make a crease 

opposite to ℓ2 that places p1 onto ℓ1. These tasks portray straightforward creases and give the 

premise of numerical origami.[5] 

Level foldability is the property of a plan that can be collapsed into a solitary plane with not set 

in stone by the material. Making speculations on worldwide level foldability for multi-vertex 

folds is a NP-difficult issue and stays open, but the single-vertex case is surely known. The 

wrinkle design radiating from one vertex is characterized by n points between the wrinkles, the 

amount of which is 360° for a level piece of paper. Consider the wrinkle design displayed in 

Figure 4, which is level foldable.[6-9] 

 
Figure 4. Flat-folding crease pattern. Mountain and valley creases are black and gray 

respectively. 

For a single vertex to be level and foldable, the accompanying circumstances should be fulfilled. 

• That's what Kawasaki's hypothesis expresses: on the off chance that the points are 

consecutively numbered, the number of odd points should approach the number of even points. 

This is obvious in Figure 4. For example, the amount of points 1, 3, and 5 is equivalent to the 

amount of points 2, 4, and 6 at the vertex on the left.[5] 

 Maekawa's hypothesis expresses that the quantity of mountains should vary from the quantity 

of valleys by ± 2. Each vertex in the wrinkle design displayed in Figure 4 fulfills this condition, 

where mountain and valley wrinkles are dark and dim separately. 

• The degree should be enough to fulfill Maekawa's hypothesis.[7] 
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• For a total origami plan with various vertices, the wrinkle design must be two-colorable, 

implying that each board in the wrinkle example can be shaded with only one of two tones 

without having a similar variety meet at any line. This is again an essential condition for the level 

foldability of multi-vertex plans, with every individual vertex fulfilling the rules above. 

Applying Origami To Engineering 

Paper, which is thought to be two aspects in most numerical examinations, isn't the material that 

is utilized in by far most of the designing applications. In any case, it is critical to study and 

comprehend how paper folds between wrinkles in origami to extrapolate these outcomes to 

materials that are utilized in design. Prior, it was expected that the essence of the paper would 

remain straight during collapsing. In any case, this isn't be guaranteed to be genuine in light of 

the fact that paper is adaptable.[8] 

To make sense of how the surface folds, characterize Gaussian shape as the result of the base and 

the greatest curve at any one point on a 3D surface. It is negative for saddles, positive for raised 

cones, and zero for characteristically level surfaces. The all-out Gaussian shape never shows 

signs of change during collapsing. Collapsing a piece of paper will continuously bring about a 

structure with zero shape and the base curve will locally be zero at each point. This makes sense 

of how cuts of pizza are generally really dealt with by discouraging the center of the hull to give 

a shape to the cut and supporting the length of the pizza, which is presently confined from 

collapsing.[6] 

One significant test in the change from hypothetical origami to designing is the expansion of 

some limited thickness in the materials. In most of numerical outcomes that have been created, 

2D surfaces, with zero thickness, are expected. A few strategies for adding thickness have been 

proposed and they all include some change at the pivots, or wrinkles. Basically, the edges in any 

collapsing configuration can be pivoted together at valley wrinkles. The primary issue is when 

there are a few overlap lines at one vertex. There can as of now not be simultaneous edges and 

the edges become over-obliged. There are ways of utilizing balance at every vertex and 

accomplish a useful plan. There are additionally slidable pivots that permit edges to slide along 

the essences of associating boards.[11] 

Biomedical Designing 

The biomedical business is presumably perhaps the most progressive field in the examination 

and utilization of origami-based gadgets. Positive properties like multistability, auxetic way of 

behaving (negative Poisson's proportion), tunability of calculation and mechanical properties, 
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ease in assembling, and versatility of frameworks have been very much carried out in origami-

based plans at various scales for both in vivo and ex vivo applications. By and by, not every one 

of the gadgets can meet the requesting clinical prerequisites, with issues connected with the 

similarity of materials utilized, the effectiveness of incitation innovations, and by and large the 

dependability and sturdiness of frameworks that are as yet a worry.[7] 

Origami-based designs can be scaled and upgraded with regard to explicit plan requirements, 

effectively fabricated and reconfigurable in clever adaptable arrangements. Specifically, the 

capacity of origami to move from a collapsed to a conveyed state is of extraordinary interest for 

biomedical plans. Late advances in self-collapsing innovations could be exceptionally 

compelling for the improvement of novel negligibly obtrusive systems, while the appropriateness 

of streamlined 3D get-together strategies in light of twisting, bending, and collapsing has 

additionally been researched.[8] 

The utilization of reconfigurable origami-based self-collapsing plans experiencing profoundly 

restricted developments has been investigated for human tissue design. Since organic tissues are 

delicate to pollution, self-collapsing structures are preferred over the utilization of outside 

actuators to keep away from contacts. In this way, ideal plans ought to have few levels of 

opportunity, while the changed calculation ought to intently match the tissue structures.[12] 

Mehner and collaborators proposed an origami-based answer for engineering human tissues 

through the collapsing and coordinated cell get-together of a 2D framework (Figure 5). Their 

work zeroed in on reproducing the construction and capability of liver lobules. The two chosen 

wrinkle designs were viewed as not achievable because of the level of opportunity of their 

collapsing movement and the erroneous replicability of the liver lobule structure. The self-

collapse of the proposed platform made of biocompatible and biodegradable polymers was 

additionally researched in relation to polymer bilayer actuators.[14] Albeit effective, the 

examination was created in light of FEM recreations and trial tests with a lot less difficult 

calculations than the proposed wrinkle designs. Consequently, its appropriateness to complex 

calculations is still to be examined. Besides, one expects to foster wrinkle designs in view of 

more deliberate plan processes, which can give sound legitimization to the decision of wrinkle 

designs.[9] 
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Figure 5: Origami-based biomedical devices. a) Conceptual design of an origami-based 

scaffold. 

Robotics For Origami 

Fabricating origami-motivated items requires robots equipped for bowing and collapsing 

materials. Numerical models and origami ideas are to a great extent applied to linkages and 

systems, which are straightforwardly utilized in mechanical technology. However, since this is a 

fundamental piece of the use of origami in mechanical design, we won't commit a lot of room to 

it here since Robotics and its applications have been broadly viewed as somewhere else in the 

writing.[8] Controlling paper to crease conventional origami represents a large number of the 

ongoing difficulties in dexterous control and adaptable item control in the field of Robotics 

today. Thus, robots that overlay conventional paper origami have been utilized to reveal and 

investigate the troubles related with the control, displaying, and plan of foldable designs.[10] 

Origami has likewise motivated the development of another class of automated frameworks 

explicitly intended for quick and adaptable assembly processes. Building refined 3D systems 

from a 2D base design consolidates elaborate collapsing designs that can execute complex 

capabilities using incite pivots or spring components. An origami approach that will essentially 

drive further progression in printable Robotics has been distinguished. Equipment limits are 

presently compelling the versatility, control capacities, and assembly of robots. Confusions 

additionally emerge in programming as a calculation fit for controlling the paper in the right 

arrangement with the most number of steps is attractive.[13] By utilizing an origami approach, 

3D components fit for complex errands can be imprinted on 2D planar sheets, and afterward, 
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along these lines, they collapse into some final state. This is a minimal-cost and very quick 

technique for planning and creating new robots with extended capacities. An extra advantage is 

that these robots can possibly be collapsed down to a planar state for capacity and 

transportation.[11] 

Conclusions 

The advantages of the origami-inspired shapes are their adaptability to new shapes. As they are 

accustomed to using deployable structures, industries like aircraft might benefit from the 

development of foldable structures. It's not entirely new for engineers to draw design inspiration 

from origami. A lot of engineering applications are currently being found for the art form of 

origami. The primary uses of origami in mechanical engineering are described in this survey. 

The recent growth of the discipline has produced algorithms that can be used to determine the 

boundaries of folding and unfolding and serve as the basis for fundamental ideas like rigid-

foldability, even though it is still uncommon for origami mathematics to be directly applied in 

engineering. Aerospace, biomedical devices, packaging, storage, manufacturing, robotics, 

mechanics, self-folding devices, core structures, and architecture are just a few of the fields 

where applications have been investigated. The efficiency of folding in many engineering 

processes is being improved by ongoing study in origami engineering, and new advances have 

increased the potential functionality and use of these devices. The sheet was sliced, folded, and 

put together to create an autonomous robot that can precisely sense, evaluate, and react to its 

surroundings. The term "OrigaMechs," short for Origami MechanoBots, is what the researchers 

called their robots. In addition to being utilized in medical, origami has also been employed in 

other industries including architecture and civil engineering to create scale models of stadiums 

and bridges. Origami and cutting techniques can be used to create intricate glass designs (left), 

which can then be coupled with 3D printing to create even more intricate shapes, such a 3D 

lattice (right). 
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